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KappaX & Explorer’s Rift: 
Unleashing the Power of Water Monsters

KappaX & Explorer’s Rift is a collectible card game that allows players to 

hatch unique and powerful Water Monsters from KappaX eggs. The game 

features an ecosystem of rare and precious eggs of water monsters, each 

containing a one-of-a-kind creature with a combination of attack, defense, 

stamina, and special power. The rarity of the KappaX egg determines the 

rarity of the Water Monster that is hatched, with Ultra-Rare KappaX eggs 

producing the most powerful Water Monsters.
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KappaX & Explorer’s Rift is a strategic card game that combines the 

excitement of battling with the thrill of collecting. Players can collect and trade 

KappaX eggs, which come in four different rarities: Common, Uncommon, Rare, 

and Ultra-Rare. Each KappaX egg contains a unique Water Monster with its 

own set of attributes and abilities, providing endless possibilities for players to 

strategize and create their ideal team.

The game’s mechanics revolve around building a team of Water Monsters 

to engage in battles with other players in the Explorer’s Rift Battle Arena. 

The game requires skill, strategy, and a deep understanding of each Water 

Monster’s abilities to come out victorious.

Players can hatch KappaX eggs by using $MERMAID tokens. These rare 

and precious eggs can also be traded with other players for $MERMAID 

tokens on the secondary market. Each KappaX egg is unique, and the 

rarity of the egg determines the 

rarity of the Water Monster that 

is hatched. Ultra-Rare KappaX 

eggs produce the most powerful 

and sought-after Water Monsters, 

making them highly coveted in 

the game’s marketplace.

Game Overview

Hatching KappaX Eggs

I.
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$MERMAID TOKEN

https://exrond.com/swap


The Explorer’s Rift Battle Arena is where players can test their skills and 

strategies against other players. Each player brings three Water Monsters 

into battle, taking turns using their monsters to attack and defend. The goal 

of the game is to reduce the opponent’s Life Points to zero, using the Attack 

and Defense stats of the Water Monsters. A Water Monster’s Stamina stat 

determines how many turns it can participate in battle before becoming 

exhausted. The Special Power of a Water Monster can provide unique 

abilities and effects that can turn the tide of battle.

Battle Mechanics

III.
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The development of KappaX & Explorer’s Rift will involve several phases, 

each building on the last to create a rich and engaging gaming experience. 

The first phase involves the creation of Discord and Explorer’s Rift Battle 

Rules, where players can engage with each other and learn the basics 

of the game. This will be followed by the release of KappaX, the rare and 

valuable eggs that contain Water Monsters within.

Once the KappaX are released, players will be able to hatch them using 

$MERMAID tokens and obtain their very own Water Monsters. The hatching 

interface will be designed to be intuitive and user-friendly, making it easy for 

players to obtain and collect KappaX eggs. The Explorer’s Rift Marketplace, 

set to launch via the NFT Nexus, will provide a platform for players to hatch 

and trade KappaX eggs and Water Monsters.

The ultimate test of skill and strategy will come with the Alpha Release 

of the Explorer’s Rift Battle Arena Game, where players can battle each 

other using their Water Monsters. 

The game will feature exciting 

battle mechanics, with each player 

bringing three Water Monsters into 

battle and taking turns to attack 

and defend. The Special Power of a 

Water Monster can provide unique 

abilities and effects that can turn 

the tide of battle.

The goal of the game is to reduce 

the opponent’s Life Points to zero, 

using the Attack and Defense stats 

of the Water Monsters.

The KappaX egg and Water Monster marketplace is driven by supply and 

demand. The rarity of a KappaX egg or Water Monster will affect its value in 

the market. The game also has its own cryptocurrency, $MERMAID tokens, 

which are used for hatching KappaX eggs, purchasing and trading Water 

Monsters, and other in-game transactions.

Game Development

Market Mechanics

V.

IV.
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Collectible card games have been popular for many years, with notable 

examples such as Magic: The Gathering and Pokémon Trading Card Game. 

These games have built a community of dedicated players who enjoy the 

strategic gameplay and the collectible aspect of the game.

The gaming industry has experienced tremendous growth in recent 

years, with the global gaming market reaching $159.3 billion in 2020. This 

represents a 9.3% increase from the previous year, according to Newzoo.

The collectible card game market has also seen growth, with the Pokémon 

Trading Card Game experiencing a surge in popularity in 2020. Pokémon 

card sales reached an all-time high in 2021 exceeding $2.5 billion in trading 

volume in August 2021 alone, according to DappRadar.

NFTs have gained significant attention and popularity in recent years. 

According to a report by NonFungible, the NFT market grew by 299% in 

2020, reaching a total trading volume of $250 million. In the first quarter 

of 2021, the market saw an additional 2,627% growth, with a total trading 

volume of $2 billion.

The popularity of NFTs has led to a surge in the number of NFT 

marketplaces, with many new platforms launching in the past year. Some 

of the most popular NFT marketplaces include OpenSea, Rarible, and 

SuperRare.

The Explorer’s Rift Marketplace, which is set to launch via the NFT Nexus, 

will offer a dedicated platform for the trading of KappaX eggs and Water 

Monsters. The platform will utilize the MultiversX network to provide fast and 

low-cost transactions for users.

The KappaX team has announced several upcoming developments, 

including the launch of a KappaX NFTs and the introduction of Water 

Monsters to the ecosystem. The team has also hinted at potential 

partnerships and collaborations in the near future with the

$MERMAID token.

 

However, it should be noted that investing in cryptocurrencies and NFTs can 

be highly speculative and carries a significant amount of risk. It is important 

for individuals to conduct their own research and assess their risk tolerance 

before making any investment decisions.

Relevant Data from the Web

VI.



KappaX & Explorer’s Rift is an exciting new collectible card game that 

combines the thrill of collecting with the excitement of battling. With rare 

and valuable KappaX eggs to collect, each containing a unique Water 

Monster within, players can build their own powerful collection of creatures. 

The game will feature intuitive and user-friendly mechanics, making it easy 

for players to learn and play. The Explorer’s Rift Marketplace, set to launch 

via the NFT Nexus, will provide a platform for players to trade KappaX 

eggs and Water Monsters, with supply and demand driving the market. The 

ultimate test of skill and strategy will come with the Alpha Release of the 

Explorer’s Rift Battle Arena Game, where players can battle each other 

using their Water Monsters. Join us on this exciting adventure and discover 

the power of KappaX and Explorer’s Rift!

Conclusion
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